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Pelham Gross CAUTION CALL! Is the
title enough to alert you this is not a deep,
exegetical, religiously theological treatise?
There are some Scripts in Part 7. Scanning
them anytime you get The Urge could help.
Im working hard to avoid religious cliches
and jargon. So many sound, inspired and
very Biblical words have lost their life,
choked by religion. Their Truth within has
to be resurrected so Truth seekers dont go
Religious crap! Yaddy, yaddy, yaddy
screwy! Plufgh-ka-tooey! In dodging
religiosity, I have been known to invent
words and phrases. If that is hard for you to
digest, remember that for a person with no
religious background, such could go down
like buttered honeyand even if you think
Jesus would have done all that just to save
you, that is not what actually happened. So
those preachers were just buttering your
sweet little honey patch. Did you know
Jesus worked diligently at offending some
of the Pharisees? Example: Knowing they
were out to get him, he ate without first
saying, God is great; God is good, and we
thank him.... Pharisees hit Fit City: And he
calls himself the Son of God?! Did Jesus
then backtrack? Maybe call a press
conference and apologize? What was he
doing? Trying to rattle a few gourd heads
to see if any sense-seeds were inside. Our
equivalent: Hello up there! Anybody
home? He wanted at least one or two to get
a glimpse of who he really is. I never own
a clue exactly who I am writing toexcept I
know it is for God to use in making true
disciples and disciple-makers. So I cant use
the book publishers criteria of gearing and
wording to reach a gender-specific,
age-specific, social-specific, etc. target
readership. I am not writing to sell books
for me or for them, but to be a truth-trader.
What I do is offer up to Father, in Jesus
name, by the Spirit, who and what He has
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made me and given me; listen for what he
says, write what I hear, and then do with it
what I hear him say to doif anything. I dont
always get everything crystal clearand I
dont always get it exactly rightlot of static
and interference inside and out. My only
alternative is to bury what he gives meand
myself with it. Boss does not recommend
that in The Book as his gift management
plan. He suggests you get risky with your
gift, whatever it is and however small, even
if outing it means you take some hits and
go into free-fall. I know this needs a gifted
editor. I cannot pay one. So what I see is
what you get. Maybe somebody else will
hire one and make a real book out of it.
(Write me if you want the copyright for
doing that.) Have you read The Shack by
William P. Young? Remember Sarayu,
Keeper of the gardens, among other things?
And Sophia? That background would help
with this journey.
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FIRST-WORD: OH BROTHER! For a
while now, I have suspected that spiritual
and sexual are inter-connected, not only
overtly
but
innately
and
inextricablycoming at us all the way from
Eden. For 3 decades I, as well as some of
you, have been involuntarily sausaged in
living
out
the
intricate
sexuality-sensuality-spirituality
reality
process. Seems time has come to go into
these goings-on with some words, however
inadequate. That, as DeDe sometimes says
with proper indignant tone, is an Oh
brother!as close to swearing as she gets.
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